
Round One

Words Part Of 
Speech

Origin Definition Sentence 

1. Obnoxious adj Latin Extremely unpleasant 
especially in a way that 
offends people  

My boss is rather 
obnoxious

2. feud Noun Old French An angry or bitter 
argument between two 
people or groups of 
people that continues 
for a long period if time 

There is a bitter feud 
between the two co stars

3. bewilder verb nil To confuse somebody She was totally bewildered 
by his sudden change of 
mood

4. Design Noun Old English The act or process of 
deciding how something 
will look work etc. by 
drawing plans and 
making  models                  

Mr. Edward was in charge 
of the design of the new 
product

5. solitaire noun French A card  game for one 
player played by 
removing pegs from a 
board one at a time

I spent all afternoon 
playing solitaire at home

6. Cinnamon Noun Greek A spice mad from the 
dried and rolled bark of 
an Asian tree

The chef added some 
cinnamon to his sauce

7. vogue noun French The fashion or style 
current at a particular 
time

Velvet is in vogue again

8. clumsy adj Scandinavian Moving or doing 
something in a very 
awkward way

His clumsy fingers could 
not un tie the knot 

9. Arsenal noun Arabic a store of weapons and 
ammunitions

Britain’s nuclear arsenal

10. pragmatic adj Greek Solving problems in a 
practical and reasonable 
way rather than having 

Our director had a 
pragmatic approach to the 
managements problem
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fixed ideas

11. astonish Verb Old French To surprise or impress 
greatly

I was quite astonished by 
the dress they designed 
for me 

12. Uncanny adj Old English Strange and difficult to 
explain

The strangers uncanny 
behavior piqued my 
interest

13. Detour noun French A longer route that you 
take in other to avoid a 
problem or a place

We had to take a detour 
around the flooded streets

14. Shaggy adj unknown Of hair > long and untidy Simis hair was very shaggy 
this mourning 

15. liaison noun French Communication or 
cooperation between 
people or organizations

The agency formed a 
liaison with my company

16. pamphlet noun Latin A small leaflet 
containing information 
about a particular 
subject

The pupil stood at the 
platform with a pamphlet 
in hand 

17. Barricade noun French A small a makeshift 
barrier used to block 
roads

At the checkpoint the
police placed barricades 
on the road

18. ammonia noun

>Egypt<

A colorless strong 
smelling gas that forms a 
very alkaline solution in 
water which is used as 
cleaning fluid

Our chemistry teacher 
confirmed that ammonia 
was present in the 
solution

19. caramel noun Spanish Sugar or syrup heated 
until it turns brown, 
used as a flavor or 
coloring for food 

the kids had caramel 
flavored candies 

20. hideous adj Old French Extremely ugly or 
unpleasant

The receptionist  wore a 
hideous yellow shirt
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21. Oryx noun Latin A  large antelope with 
large horns found in arid 
regions in Africa and 
Asia

We took a picture of a 
Oryx on our trip to the 
Sahara

22. Tar noun Old English A dark thick flammable
liquid distilled from coal 
used in road making and 
preserving timber

Our new road was 
constructed with tar

23. shard noun Old English A sharp piece of broken 
pottery or glasses

She slit her wrist with a 
shard of glass

24. Circumference noun Latin The boundary that 
encloses a circle 

We were asked in math’s
class to calculate the 
circumference of the circle

25. Vertical noun Latin A line or pole etc. going 
straight up or down 
from a level surface or 
from top to bottom

The was a vertical line on 
the screen

26. Condense verb Latin to change liquid and 
make it become thicker 
and stronger because it 
has lost some of its 
water

Condense the soup by 
boiling it for several 
minutes

27. Bungalow noun Hindi A house with only one 
storey

The family just moved to a 
nice bungalow down the 
road

28. Melodrama noun French A sensational play with 
exaggerated characters 
and exciting events

Today’s events at school 
felt like a melodrama 

29. Bifocals noun unknown A pair of glasses with 
each lens made in two 
parts one for seeing 
distance things the other 
for seeing things closer

The school has bifocals in 
its physics lab

30. Juvenile adj Latin Having to do with young 
people who are not yet 
adults

The girl who shoplifted 
would be charged as a 
juvenile offender
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31. Slouch verb unknown To stand , sit or move in 
a lazy drooping way

He slouched outside the 
office after he got fired

32. Replica  noun Italian An exact copy or model 
of something

I have a replica of this 
dress

33. Waltz noun German A dance in triple time 
performed by a couple 
who turn rhythmically 
round and round as they 
progress 

The new couple danced a 
waltz at their wedding  
reception

34. Vanguard noun Old French The leaders of a 
movement in society 

The company is part to be 
in the vanguard of 
scientific progress

35. panda noun Nepali A large black and white 
bear like mammal native 
to bamboo forests in 
china

The kids won a giant 
stuffed panda on their trip 
to Disney land

36. dormitory noun latin A bedroom for a number 
of people to sleep 
especially  in an institute

The students in the 
dormitory were without 
water for several days

37. Coffee noun Arabic A hot drink made from 
the roasted and ground 
seeds of a tropical scrub

There is nothing like a cup 
of creamy coffee to start 
the day 

38. Exaggerate   verb Latin To make something 
seem greater than in 
reality

The man’s wealth is just 
exaggerated 

39. Amoeba  noun Greek A microscopic animal 
that is made up of a 
single cell and can 
change its form

We had a study of an 
amoeba  in biology class

40. Sushi noun Japanese A Japanese dish 
consisting of small balls 
or rolls of cold rice with  
vegetables, eggs, or raw 
sea food

Jenny ordered some sushi 
for dinner
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